
Alt-Chain Builder v0.06

This is a supplemental writing resource, intended for writers who want some inspiration for an alt-
chain. You start off how things started: no companions, no supplements, no CP guarantee for items. 
You do get to select each next jump, and powers purchased with cp are fiated to work in every 
setting.

For each Con you take, you can select one Pro to benefit from.

PROS
+100 CP Savings (Limit 5)
Unspent CP (up to a limit) can be reserved for 
spending in future jumps.

Companion Slots (Limit 10)
The first purchase grants two companion slots. 
Each afterwards doubles the number of slots.

Always An Import Option
Any companion purchase can import. If no 
options exists, you can import a companion for 
100 CP, and they get 300 CP to spend.

Free Tickets
Alternatively, import any companions you like for 
free. They won't get CP, but the gang is all here.

Companions Can Take Drawbacks
Now your companions can get extra CP by taking 
drawbacks that only effect them.

Combine Jumps
Merge jump options from the same IP. Similar 
backgrounds grant the same discounts.

Co-op Mode
Maybe you have somebody you want to take with 
you from the start? They get their own starting CP
with which to make purchases each jump.

Unlimited Drawbacks
Get rid of that pesky drawback limit!

Alt-Form Blender
Now you don't have to jump SAO for that one 
perk. You're welcome.

Flexible Travel Schedule
Start and end each jump up to five years earlier or
later. You could effectively spend another 10 
years in a setting, if you wanted.

Resolve and Leave
Once you fix a world, things can get boring. You 
can end a jump early by "solving" the canon plot.

+1 Expansion/Supplement (Limit 5)
Pick an expansion or supplement.

Importing Rezzes Companions
If a companion dies, you can return them to life by
importing in the next jump (or if your chain ends).

Items Guaranteed by CP
If it's broken, lost, or stolen, you'll find yourself 
with a new one within a week.

Singular Power Pool
Ki, mana, SP, chakra? Who needs all that? All 
your powers run off of the same internal battery.

Omnilingual
You'll never have trouble communicating in any 
"common" language. Togglable for if you want to 
actually learn new languages.

Every Origin Drops-In
Backgrounds are just drop-in with different 
discounts. Can be interpreted as reincarnation.



CONS
-100CP Starting (Limit 10)
Need more Pros? I'm sure you can get by with 
just 900 CP. Or 800. Going down to 700 wouldn't 
hurt, right?

Always/Never Drop-In
Pick one: either you're always going to be you, or 
always going to be somebody else for a while. 
Cannot be taken with Every Origin Drops In. 

Short Chain (Limit 4)
Your jumper will have/get to visit a limited number 
(500/250/100/50) of jumps before they can calim 
their final reward. Unless they die first.

Companions Spend Their Own CP
Instead of you choosing for them, companions 
now have complete control over their perks and 
items purchased with import CP.

Reduced Discount
Instead of getting a half-off discount, you merely 
pay 100 CP less, instead.

Entertain Me!
Your adventures have to entertain some entity. 
They may issue directives for you to complete, or 
command that you engage in conflict – but if you 
fail to amuse them, the ride ends.

Free Becomes Discounted
All those wonderful freebies are now discounted, 
instead.

Roll to Determine Starting CP
RNG between 0 and the starting amount.

Rolled Chain
You won't know where you're going until you get 
there.

Escalation Chain
You can't back down. Once you've been to a 
setting, you can't visit one with a "lower power 
level". Whatever that means to you. Alternatively, 
you CAN, but you don't get any starting CP.

Heavy Is The Quill
For every jump you take, before you take another,
you must write at least 500 words dedicated to 
the adventures of your jumper in that jump.

No Stipends
You'll have to spend you own CP. Supplement 
and Item Stipends no longer exist. This includes 
things like mech builders or power armor tables. 

Random Background
You're going to have to roll for your backgrounds. 
Can't be taken with Always Drop-In. Never Drop-
In is still a go, though.

As You Were
Unless the jump offers a race option, free 
genderswap, or you're lucky enough to roll a free 
choice of starting location, you're stuck with what 
you were as you left your last jump, and start in a 
random location.

Babelfish Extinct
You won't know any local languages unless you're
on Earth, have a translation spell, or are willing to 
put in the effort to learn.

The Worlds Keep Turning
Why would visited worlds' time stop adter you 
leave? That's ridiculous. No, if you leave a world 
behind, with unfinished business, it's likely that 
business will never get finished.

Thematic Restiction
Your purchases must be based on one of up to 
three thematic elements of your choice.

Stations of Canon Set In Stone
No matter what you do, you won't be able to 
change canon.

Unreliable Canon
Authors are inspired, but they aren't seers. Canon
may be wildly, WILDLY different fromw what they 
envisioned. This is not always (hardly ever, really)
in your favor.



Form/Loot/Power-Locked (Limit 3)
Pick one: alt-forms, items, or powers. CP-granted 
or otherwise, the chosen are only usable in the 
jumps which they were acquired. Naturally, you 
can't take drawbacks that do the same thing.

No Canon Companions
I hope you weren't hoping to companion or pod a 
waifu while you were jumping.

No OC Companions
Unless they appeared in the original canon, no 
matter how much you love them, when the jump 
ends, so will your relationship.

Jumpers Die When They Are Killed
When your jumper dies, they don't go home with 
all their shiny toys and powers. They just die.

Metaphysical Incompatibility
Some powers, technologies, or magics are 
incompatible or mix poorly with some settings. 
Your powers and abilities are now without fiat 
backing.

No Jumper, You Are the Protagonist
Tragically, the hero(s) of the story you know died 
before their fifth birthday. If you want events to 
unfold, it will be up to you to see things through.

No Stat Perks (Limit 3)
Choose an attribute. Luck, strength, speed, 
dexterity, charisma, intlligence, etc. Your jumper 
fails to benefit from perks which increase base 
attributes.

Error: Kung Fu Not Found
No longer will Jumper be able to benefit from 
perks which grant them knowledge or skills. 
They're going to have to learn the old fashioned 
way.

Scars Stay With You
If you lose a limb, or survive a gut-shot, unless 
you have access to some miracle healing, these 
scars will just compound. On one hand, it can be 
a nice way to remember all the things you've 
survived. On the other han- oh, right, you lost that
arm to a Feraligatr.

Street-Level Chain
You'll never get to visit any setting where the main
protagonist is stronger than Spider-Man. Can't be 
taken with Escalation Chain

Drawbacks Follow
Drawbacks you take will now haunt you for the 
rest of your chain. You don't get any extra CP 
from them except for the first time you take them, 
obviously.

Unpowered
You can't take perks that give you supernatural 
abilites. You're going to have to get by on 
mundane skills and whatever you can learn in-
setting. And Items, and Companions, of course.



Notes

Companions
• Warehouse pods act like companion slots, except those imported this way cannot benefit from 

Importing Rezzes Companions.
• Companion purchases guarentee that you meet the subject, and gives them the option to 

follow you as a companion. It doesn't force them to say yes, and it doesn't mean they won't 
regret staying with you. They may choose to leave your party at any time.

• Companion Slots: if taken 10 times will grant 1024 companion slots.
• There is no restriction on the number of active companions you may have, except that "full 

import" options in jumps still have a limit of 8. Purchusing a "full import" option multiple times is
an option.

No Stipends: you may have to adjust prices. E.G., for the Warehouse, all prices are multiplied by 5.

Unreliable Canon can be taken with Stations of Canon Set in Stone. Because it's hilarious, that's why.

Metaphysical Incompatibility: If a magic or technology seems like it might interact with another from a 
different setting, or some aspect of a different setting, the result can either be Null (they fail to work or 
do not interact), Good (interact beneficially), or Disasterous (you're playing with forces you don't 
understand, you fool!).

Combine Jumps: You still only have 1000 CP to spend.


